Introduction.
In a recent paper [1] S. S. Miller obtained distortion theorems for the class of alpha-starlike functions. In this paper we look at functions which are alpha-starlike and //-fold symmetric. Specifically we look at functions / which are alpha-starlike with power series of the form (1.1) foz) = z + a^z^1 + a2v+xz2^ + ■■■, The above definitions may be found in [1] , [2] and [3] . We now introduce some notation.
Definition 3. If/G^#a and foz) has a power series of the form (1.1) we write/G^#ai). Iffe ^(a.) with power series of the form (1.1) we write feJ(v(a).
The results of this paper will depend upon the theorem (proven in §2) that/G^P(a) iff g zJtx(p<x) where f(z)=[g(zv)]1/". The subsequent distortion theorems (proven in §3) will follow from results in [1] .
2. The basic relation. In this section we consider the following result.
Proof. Letf&J(ap, a real, thus
Setting/(z)= [g(zv)]llv and computing/'(z)//(z) and/"(z)//'(z) we notice the left-hand side of (2.1) is equal to
But the condition that this quantity is positive is equivalent to g e ^m,v Since the computations are reversible it follows that/G ^oe>p iff g g ^ß mXFurthermore since the correspondence of a and pa. is monotone increasing it follows that/G ~#"(a) iff g g J(xipa.).
Note that an alternate proof to Theorem 1 can be obtained by using the integral representation for functions in ^a (see [1] or [2] ) plus the fact that if giz) is a starlike function then [g(z")]1/n is also a starlike function.
3. Distortion theorems. In the following theorems we will need the functions Proof.
In [1] it is shown that for g g Jtxipu),
(3 Furthermore, since geJ^a) for <x>2 implies g is a bounded convex function [1] we have that fe^vLr¿), for <x>2///, is a bounded convex function. In particular all odd alpha-starlike functions are bounded if a>l. K+il ^2///(l +pa.) and this bound is sharp.
Proof.
In [1] it is shown that if g &Jtxip<¿), //a>0, the coefficient b2=g"i0)l2 satisfies \b2\S2¡il+pot.). Since foz)=[gizp)]1/p, a straightforward calculation shows \av+x\S2¡p(l+pa.). This inequality is sharp for/,. Notice that for a=0 or 1 and /»=2 this reduces to the familiar bounds 1 and \ respectively. Letting f(z)=[g(zp)]1,p and taking pth roots of the above we obtain the desired result.
